Cards To Be Out At Texas Game

By PERT VIRTANEN

Tomorrow the Rice student section at the Texas game will have its first opportunity to flash semaphore signals to the opposite stands.

The season has begun, and the Rice card section is making its debut. All cards are invited. King-Jack Wertheimer will call signals. Bob Seiler will be the dummy.

Queens Ann Bartlett and Gwen Ritter plan all the strategy for the plays with the help of Judith Helmle and Leah Zuber who follow suit.

A Rice Owl o ran RI will most likely be presented at tomorrow's game along with several novelties.

Wertheimer says he hopes that the student section can make a nice showing for the Institute if each participant will take the whole thing seriously, sit on his seat number, stay there and follow directions. It is most disconcerting to see the upper right corner of a card design walk off and get a hot-dog.